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TEASER ACT:

FADE IN

EXT. STREETS OF MONTREAL NIGHT TIME FOGGY

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the streets

of Montreal a MAN comes out from a bar and walks down the

street.

He looks at his watch to check the time. Suddenly a SHADOWY

FIGURE runs behind him. The man turns around in surprise.

MAN

Huh?

There was no one there. The fog begins to cover the entire

street and the man continues to walk home.

The Man looks nervous and scared. Suddenly FOOT STEPS come

out of nowhere. He turns around and no one isn’t there.

MAN

Whoever you are, please I am just

an innocent man.

The Man runs down the street. The Shadowy Figure runs after

him. The Man bumps into a street lamp and falls to the

ground. The Shadowy figure catches up to him, and the man

looks worried.

CUT TO

EXT. ROOFTOPS OF MONTREAL NIGHT TIME

The Man SCREAMS in fear. A FLOCK of BIRDS FLY into the night

sky do to the scream.

On the rooftop of a building in Montreal a man wearing a

hoodie walks over to the edge of the building.

Suddenly the shadowy figure FLIES to the rooftop and lands

next to him. The Shadowy figure gives him a bottle.

MAN WEARING A HOODIE’S P.O.V

The Man wearing a hoodie looks at the bottle seeing the man

in the streets inside of the bottle TAPING on the bottle’s

glass wanting to get out of the bottle.

(CONTINUED)
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MAN

Please. Let me out of here!!!

RETURN TO SCENE

The Man wearing the hoodie LAUGHS evilly.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT ONE

FADE IN

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAY

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next day back in

Edmonton Central high school the school bell RINGS. The

doors to the classrooms OPEN. The students walk out of the

classrooms and into the hallway.

Harvey, Darcy and James walk out of the classroom and walk

down the hallway.

HARVEY STONE

Wow that was 1 tough test. What do

you guys think of it?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I thought it was easy.

DARCY DILLIANS

That’s why you studied Jim.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Come on Darcy studying is good.

DARCY DILLIANS

Not if the test is a surprise test.

How do you know when a teacher is

going to give us a surprise test?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I got instincts.

Suddenly they bump into OLIVIA MARTIN 16 years old, Asian,

smart, nice, wise, curious, problem solver, has brown eyes

and long black hair.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Oh sorry about that...Olivia?

OLIVIA MARTIN

Oh hey there Harvey. Nice to see

you again.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

You guys know each other?

HARVEY STONE

It was a long story.

OLIVIA MARTIN

It wasn’t that long. It was 103

days, 85 hours, 43 minutes, and 30

seconds we known each other.

DARCY DILLIANS

Wow you’re 1 smart girl eh.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Thank you now if you may excuse me

I am late for class.

Olivia walks away from them.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

So how did you guys met?

HARVEY STONE

It happened like...100 days ago.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. STREETS OF EDMONTON 100 DAYS AGO (FLASHBACK)

In a flashback Harvey is texting on his phone while walking

in the streets of Edmonton.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

It was 100 days again in the summer

before school started. I was

texting my mom while I was heading

home from taekwondo class.

Harvey puts his phone back into his pocket. Harvey walks up

to the cross walk right next to Olivia who is texting on her

phone.

Olivia walks across the cross walk.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE (V.O)

Olivia walks across the cross walk,

but the light wasn’t green at that

time.

DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly a truck

comes driving towards Olivia. Harvey notice the truck coming

towards Olivia. He jumps into action and pushed her out of

the way of the truck, and pushes her onto the other side of

the street.

The Truck HONKS it’s HORN and passes them. Olivia is

surprise and confuse. Harvey smiles at her with relief.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

I saved her life. And then...

Olivia BLUSHES and pushes herself away from him.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Thank you...For saving me.

HARVEY STONE

You’re welcome.

Olivia walks down the street away from Harvey.

BACK TO SCENE

HARVEY STONE

And that’s how I remembered it. I

see her walking through the halls a

lot. And she doesn’t talk to me in

a while.

DARCY DILLIANS

That’s why she has a crush on you.

HARVEY STONE

A crush? On Me? That’s impossible.

She is a 10th grader and I’m a 9th

grader.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

And how did you know that she has a

crush on Harvey?

DARCY DILLIANS

Instincts.

AWKWARD LOVE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Olivia walks

behind a wall and puts her back against it. She takes out

her phone out from her pocket and turns it on.

(CONTINUED)
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OLIVIA’S P.O.V

On Olivia’s phone is a picture of Harvey.

RETURN TO SCENE

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

Wow what a dream boat he is. I

still can’t believe he’s part of my

school. If he saves me again I will

go over the moon.

FADE TO

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL CAFETERIA

In the Cafeteria Harvey, Darcy and James are in line getting

their food.

HARVEY STONE

I can’t believe we are having

boiled cabbage for lunch.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I was really hoping for tacos.

DARCY DILLIANS

Me too eh.

The LUNCH LADY places a plate of tacos onto Harvey’s tray.

Harvey has a confuse look on his face.

HARVEY STONE

Excuse me, but I thought today’s

special was boiled cabbage?

THE LUNCH LADY (O.S)

A secret admirer request your meal

for you. She really likes you eh?

HARVEY STONE

Well it looks good enough to eat.

Suddenly Harvey’s cellphone VIBRATES. Harvey takes out his

cellphone from his pocket and looks at it.

HARVEY STONE

Guys we better get going to HQ, the

boss needs us.

Harvey and friends step away from the lunch line and run out

of the cafeteria. Olivia is in the line and sees Harvey and

friends running out of the cafeteria.

(CONTINUED)
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OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

He hasn’t ate my tacos I made. I

spent all morning on them. I even

skipped breakfast making them.

Suddenly Olivia’s stomach GROWLS in hunger.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

Better have something to eat before

I start worrying about Harvey

again.

FADE TO

INT. G.M.F HQ MASTER MOUNTIES’ OFFICE

Later at the G.M.F Harvey and friends walk into Master

Mountie’s office. Master Mountie stands up from his desk and

walks up to Harvey and friends.

MASTER MOUNTIE

It’s good you kids arrived. We have

a mission for you.

Master Mountie presses a button on his desk causing it to

BEEP. Images of people being trapped in glass bottles APPEAR

on Master Mountie’s computer screen.

MASTER MOUNTIE

We’ve been getting reports about

people being trapped in glass

bottles.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Maybe they get their hands suck in

their, it happened to my dad alot,

maybe it happened to them too eh?

MASTER MOUNTIE

But this time it’s their entire

bodies.

HARVEY STONE

Wow this is certainly a bottled up

mission we have on our hands...eh?

MASTER MOUNTIE

Indeed. I also want you to find out

who is behind all of this.

Investigate immediately, there is a

victim in our laboratory, Professor

Nick and Professor Fredrick are

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MASTER MOUNTIE (cont’d)

working on how to get him out of

there.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

We’re all over eh.

Harvey, James and Darcy walk out of the office.

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F HQ LABORATORY

TECHNO SCI-FI MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey, James and

Darcy walk into the laboratory. Professor Nick turns around

with a smile on his face.

PROFESSOR NICK

Hi there kids.

HARVEY, DARCY AND JAMES

(together)

Hey Professor Nick.

HARVEY STONE

So what do you have on our victim?

Professor Edward steps away from the counter and sees the

man in the glass bottle.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

Our victims name is Carter Parker

40 years old lives in Montreal all

of his life, and he is engaged.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

So how did this happened to him?

Can we speak with him?

PROFESSOR NICK

The bottle he’s inside is made out

of sound proof glass we can’t

understand him.

Suddenly the computer screen FLASHES RED and the ALARM comes

out on it. Professor Edward presses a button on the

keyboard. A video of footage of downtown Edmonton APPEARS on

the computer screen. On the video there is a MECHANICAL

LIZARD who is attacking downtown. The lizard FIRES LASERS

out from it’s eyes at a WOMAN gets hit by the laser and

SHRINKS down and put her into a glass bottle.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

Oh deer a mechanical lizard is

attacking downtown Edmonton.

HARVEY STONE

And look, it’s shrinking down

people and putting them into

bottles.

PROFESSOR NICK

Well what are you waiting for. Go

out there and smash that lizard

into smithereens. We will find away

to get out friend back to normal

eh.

Harvey, Darcy and James run out of the laboratory.

FADE TO

EXT. STREETS OF DOWNTOWN EDMONTON

EVIL HORROR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the

streets of downtown Edmonton, people are running for their

lives, as the Mechanical Lizard FIRES LASERS all over the

place, SHRINKING down people and putting them into glass

bottles.

The Mechanical Lizard climbs up along the wall of a building

and grabs the people in bottles with his tail, and store

them into it’s trunk.

Harvey and friends arrive on the seen. ACTION ROCK AND ROLL

MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. ELECTRICITY and ICY MIST APPEAR out

of his body.

DARCY DILLIANS

Is this some type of out of control

science experiment or some evil

robot?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

It’s an evil robot eh.

HARVEY STONE

Time to smash this bot eh.

Darcy and James FIRE LASERS out of their laser blasters at

the Mechanical Lizard. The Mechanical Lizard leaps off of

the wall and FIRES LASERS out from his tail right at them.

(CONTINUED)
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Harvey PROJECTS an ICE SHIELD out of his hands to reflect

the laser. The laser hits the ice shield and SHRINKS the ice

shield down to size.

HARVEY STONE

Great the lizard shrinks my shield.

Suddenly the mechanical lizard FIRES LASERS out of his tail

at Harvey. Harvey dodges the attack, and uses his ICE POWERS

to make SKATES on his feet. He skates towards the mechanical

lizard and ELECTRICITY surrounds his fist, and throws a

punch at the mechanical lizard.

HARVEY STONE

Shocking Punch.

Harvey punches the mechanical lizard, and causing

ELECTRICITY to come out from his fist and ELECTROCUTE the

mechanical lizard, causing it to EXPLODE.

Darcey and James have smiles on their faces. Suddenly

several more mechanical lizards come crawling down from the

buildings and FIRE their shrink lasers at Harvey and

friends.

Darcy and James run out of the way of the laser fire, as the

laser fire hits some cars, street lamps and a mailbox

causing them to SHRINK down.

HARVEY STONE

Wow there is a lot more mechanical

lizards eh?

DARCY DILLIANS

Looks like it, eh

Harvey skates over the lizards and then uses his ICE AND

ELECTRICITY POWERS to CREATE a LARGE ELECTRIC ICE SWORD to

APPEAR in his hands.

HARVEY STONE

Arctic Shock Slash!!!

Harvey swings his large electric ice sword at the lizards

SLICING 4 of them in half. He then FIRES ELECTRICITY BOLTS

out of his eyes at another 1 SHOCKING it and makes it

EXPLODE.

Suddenly Rupert and Timmy arrive on the scene and looks all

of the destruction in the streets.

(CONTINUED)
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TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

What’s going on here?

RUPERT SKYLER

I know we suppose to be living in

Canada, not some fictional country

found in a comic book.

Suddenly 1 of the mechanical lizards FIRES it’s shrink ray

at them, SHRINKING them down to size. The lizards POP out

some bottles from their backs and puts Timmy and Rupert in

the bottles.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Oh no, those lizards just shrunk

Rupert and Tim.

DARCY DILLIANS

I hope no one else comes by and

shrinks them down too.

Then Olivia pocks her head from behind a tree, wondering

what’s going on. Suddenly a SHRINK LASER SHRINKS down the

tree into a small tree.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

Oh no. This isn’t good.

Suddenly Olivia gets hit by the SHRINK LASER and SHRINKS

down to smaller size. The mechanical lizard puts her into

the glass bottle.

HARVEY STONE

OLIVIA!!!

Harvey FIRES ELECTRICITY BOLTS out of his sword at the

remaining mechanical lizards hits them and causing them to

EXPLODE.

Harvey and friends run up to the 3 bottles containing their

schoolmates. In the bottles Rupert TAPS on the inside of his

bottle wanting to get out, Olivia looks scared and Timmy is

afraid.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

ACT TWO

FADE IN



11.

INT. G.M.F HQ LABORATORY

At the G.M.F Laboratory Olivia, Timmy and Rupert who are in

the glass bottles are placed onto the laboratory table.

The Professors, Harvey and friends look at Olivia, Timmy,

and Rupert who are in the glass bottles trying to think of

away to return them back to normal.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

Looks like we have a bottled up

problem here, eh.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Do you guys have a growth ray or

some other type of doohickey that

can change them back to normal?

PROFESSOR NICK

We don’t have any of those things.

We need to study the victim and try

to find a solution to the problem.

HARVEY STONE

Well we better find away to bring

them back to normal soon, or they

will be stuck like this forever.

Olivia is blushing while inside of her bottle.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

Oh my goodness, I didn’t knew

Harvey is so cute in these

situations. And I didn’t knew he’s

part of the G.M.F. I wonder how I

can be part of the G.M.F and work

beside him.

Rupert is TAPPING on the glass of his glass bottle, wanting

to get out of the bottle.

RUPERT SKYLER

Come on you stupid scientists,

finger out something to get us out

of here.

Harvey, his friends and the Professors have confuse looks on

their faces wondering what Rupert is saying.

DARCY DILLIANS

Looks like Rupert wants to get out

of his bottle.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR NICK

We are trying, it’s not like we can

rub their bottles like a genie’s

lamp and they magically come out of

it.

Suddenly the computer screen FLASHES RED. Harvey, his

friends and the Professors turn around to the computer, and

Professor Nick presses a button on the keyboard, causing

video footage of the mechanical lizards to APPEAR.

HARVEY STONE

Looks like we have more lizards

attacking everyone. And we don’t

know how to track them down.

DARCY DILLIANS

Hey wait, here’s an idea. Maybe we

can follow the mechanical lizards

to their hide out, and we can take

down the mastermind behind all of

this.

HARVEY STONE

That sounds like a good idea eh.

Harvey, James and Darcy run out of the laboratory. Suddenly

Timmy sniffs his nose and then start to bang on the glass of

his bottle needing help.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

I hope they can finger out this

now, they don’t think they have

much oxygen in their bottles.

Timmy slams his face against the glass of the bottle he is

in and SLIDES down it.

FADE TO

EXT. THE OUTSKIRTS OF EDMONTON LATER

Later in the outskirts of Edmonton a woman gets hit by a

SHRINK LASER and SHRINKS down to become smaller size. The

Mechanical Lizard puts her into the bottle and runs off with

her.

Harvey and friends pock their heads out from behind a bush.

Harvey uses his ICE and ELECTRICITY POWERS to CREATE an ice

surfboard to APPEAR.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Come on get on.

DARCY DILLIANS

You want us to follow the lizards

on an icy surfboard?

HARVEY STONE

I can also make this float in the

air so they won’t see us.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

That’s a good idea eh.

Harvey, Darcy and James get onto the ice surfboard. Harvey

uses his ELECTRICITY POWERS to make the ice surfboard FLOAT

into the air.

The ice surfboard FLIES through the air, while following the

mechanical lizards down the road.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON FARM HOUSE NIGH TIME

The Mechanical lizards run into an abandon farm house.

Harvey , Darcy and James arrive to an abandon farm house.

Harvey uses his ELECTRICITY POWERS to FLOAT the ice

surfboard to the ground.

HARVEY STONE

They lead us here, eh.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

But why here?

DARCY DILLIANS

Maybe the suspect wants to hiding

in plain site.

Harvey and friends walk up to the farm house.

CUT TO

INT. ABANDON FARM HOUSE

Harvey slowly opens the farm house door causing it to SQUEAK

SLOWLY. James looks worried while SWEAT falls from his

forehead.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I don’t think we should go in

there. I watched this movie once

and these college students go into

this farm house like this one, and

a madman came out of nowhere and

chopped their heads off with a

chainsaw and cooks the rest of

their body parts for dinner.

DARCY DILLIANS

That’s disgusting, it was a

movie...based on a true story.

James fainted and CRASHES through the floor.

HARVEY STONE

Jim are you alright?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON (V.O)

I’m fine, I landed on the cold

floor of the basement, and I found

tiny people in glass bottles, and

OUCH that hurts.

CUT TO

INT. ABANDON FARM HOUSE BASEMENT

James picks himself up from the floor, and SWEEPS the dust

off of his cloths. Harvey and Darcy walks down into the

basement.

DARCY DILLIANS

Looks like the bad guy is keeping

his bottle collection down here.

The basement is full of glass bottles with items inside of

them, including small people trapped in glass bottles,

wanting to get out of the bottles.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Look here are the people trapped in

the bottles.

Harvey walks up to the shelf full of little people inside

glass bottles. Harvey slowly reaches to the middle bottle on

the middle shelf.

BOB OTTLE (O.S)

DON’T YOU DARE TOUCH THAT!!!

(CONTINUED)
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EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. BOB OTTLE in his

40’s Caucasian, crazy, collective, evil, obsessive, has a

brown mustache, and red hair, steps out of the shadows.

BOB OTTLE

That’s very rare!!!

DARCY DILLIANS

(mad)

No they are not,they are human

beings, you can’t collect humans.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

And speaking of collections why are

you doing this?

BOB OTTLE

I’ll tell you why. I was fascinated

by putting things into bottles sine

I got my first ship in a bottle.

Soon I became obsessed with it,

putting coins, paperclips, seeds,

etc in the bottles, but do you know

what you can’t put in a bottle, a

person.

HARVEY STONE

That’s why they are big and bottles

are small, you can’t physically put

them in the bottles.

BOB OTTLE

Now I can use my powers.

Suddenly several mechanical lizards walk out of the shadows

and stand up beside Bob.

DARCY DILLIANS

Are your powers to make these

lizards?

BOB OTTLE

They are lizards, but they used to

be my shrink rays.

HARVEY, DARCY AND JAMES

(together)

Shrink rays?

Bob picks up 1 of his shrink rays, and PINK AURA surrounds

it. The shrink ray SHAKES and TRANSFORMS into a mechanical

lizard.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Now we know who is making them and

controlling them.

BOB OTTLE

You see, I inserted tiny cameras

inside each head of my shrink ray

lizards, and when I find a person

who to add to my collections, I

simply command them to shrink him

or her.

HARVEY STONE

(showing his G.M.F badge)

Well the Global Mountie force will

put a stop to this.

BOB OTTLE

If you are a mountie, where’s your

uniform?

HARVEY STONE

I still got my hat.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey takes

off his hat and covers it with ICE AND ELECTRICITY, and

forms it into a buzz saw.

Harvey throws his ice buzz saw hat at Bob’s mechanical

lizards. The Mechanical lizards get hit by the buzz saw hat,

CUTTING their heads off. Bob freaks out by the attack.

BOB OTTLE

You brat. I will shove you in a

bottle so small, you can’t even

move in it.

Harvey uses his ELECTRICITY POWERS to control the ice buzz

saw hat. The ice buzz saw hat BUZZES and Harvey raises his

hand in the air, and pulls it back at him.

HARVEY STONE

Just try it.

Bob runs at Harvey, and throws a punch at him. Harvey blocks

the attack and SHOCKS Bob in the chest, and kicks him down

to the floor.

DARCY DILLIANS

Give up bottle boy, you won’t be

able to handle our best friend

here.

(CONTINUED)
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Bob SNAPS his fingers, causing more Mechanical Lizards to

come out from the shadows and FIRES their SHRINK LASERS at

Harvey and friends.

Harvey uses his ICE POWERS to make ICICLES to APPEAR on the

floor. The shrink lasers hit the icicles and causing them to

SHRINK. Harvey uses his ELECTRICITY POWERS to SPIN his

buzzsaw hat in the air. He throws it at the mechanical

lizards, hitting them and causing them to SLICE in halves.

Harvey pulls his buzzsaw hat back with is ELECTRICITY POWERS

and puts it back on. Harvey leaps into the air, and FIRES

ELECTRIC SNOWBALLS RAPIDLY at Bob.

HARVEY STONE

Electric snowballs!!!

Bob quickly dodges the attack, and then bumps into a

refrigerator, and then smiles. PINK AURA APPEARS out of

Bob’s hand, and he touches the refrigerator, causing it to

come to life.

The living refrigerator leaps into the air, and blocks the

incoming electric snowballs. The living refrigerator tackles

Harvey, causing him to LAUNCH through the air and SLAMS into

the wall.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Are you OK Harvey?

DARCY DILLIANS

Say something?

HARVEY STONE

I’m OK.

Suddenly a glass bottle with a person inside falls off of

the shelf and SMASHES onto the floor, causing the person in

the bottle to GROW back to normal size.

MAN 1

I’m free. I’m free!!!

DARCY DILLIANS

(into her communicator)

Professors we know how to free the

people and return them back to

normal size.

CUT TO
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INT. G.M.F HQ LABORATORY

The Professors are in the laboratory listening to Darcy and

James through the computer.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON (V.O)

(computer speakers)

Just throw them bottles with them

on the ground, and then they return

to normal size.

The Professor knew what they have to do. They pick up the

bottles with Olivia, Rupert, Timmy and Carter Parker and

throws them onto the floor, SMASHING the bottles into pieces

and making them GROWL back to normal size.

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

Hey we’re back to normal size.

RUPERT SKYLER

I know right. I was getting

claustrophobic in there.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Claustrophobic?

RUPERT SKYLE

It’s a long story.

The Professors turn away from them and face the computer.

PROFESSOR NICK

(into the computer )

Guys it worked.

BACK TO SCENE

HARVEY STONE

Now for the rest of the people.

Harvey, Darcy and James all push the shelf of people in

glass bottles to the floor, SMASHING the bottles into

pieces, and making the people inside them GROW back to

normal size. The people CHEER and smile for being freed.

BOB OTTLE

You’re going to pay for that!!!

Bob touches a TV, causing it to come to life, then touches a

radio, causing it to come to life, and then a ceiling fan

bring it to life.

(CONTINUED)
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BOB OTTLE

Get them guys.

The living refrigerator, the living TV, the living radio and

the living ceiling fan charges at Harvey and friends.

Harvey uses his ICE and ELECTRICITY POWERS to CREATE an

ELECTRIC ICE SWORD, and he swings it at the living

refrigerator, CUTTING it in half.

Harvey throws a jump kick at the living TV, and then uses

his electric ice sword to CUT it in half. Harvey dodges a

SOUND WAVE ATTACK from the living radio, and BLOWS ICY WIND

out of his mouth, BLOWING the living radio away from him.

Harvey dodges the attack from the living ceiling fan. Harvey

FIRES an ELECTRIC ROPE at the living ceiling fan and grabs

it. He throws the living ceiling fan against shelf of glass

bottles containing small objects. The living ceiling fan

hits it, causing the shelf to SHAKE, and making all of the

other shelves to SHAKE.

The glass bottles fall off of the shelves and CRASH onto the

floor. The objects in the bottles GROWL back to their normal

size.

Suddenly a shrunken bike GROWS back to it’s normal size, a

shrunken motorcycle GROWS back to normal size, and then a

shrunken car GROWS back to normal size.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

He shrunk vehicles and put them

into glass bottles.

BOB OTTLE

Hey I said I put "anything" into

bottles.

Suddenly a shrunken cruise ship GROWS FASTLY back to normal

size. Harvey PROJECTS an ELECTRIC FORCE FIELD out of his

hands to protect himself, his friends and the other people

from the fast growing cruise ship.

CUT TO

EXT. ABANDON FARM HOUSE NIGH TIME

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The cruise ship

BREAKS through the abandon farm house as it grows back to

normal size.

Harvey and the others run out of the destroyed farm house

and into the fields.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLIANS

Have you seen Bob?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

No. Maybe he’s de..de..de..dead

from the growth of the cruise ship.

BOB OTTLE (O.S)

I’m not dead losers.

Bob is on top of the cruise ship. PINK AURA APPEARS on his

hand and touches the cruise ship, bringing it to LIFE,

causing LEGS and JAWS to GROW in the process. The Living

Cruise Ship ROARS and drives down towards Harvey.

Harvey’s body GLOWS BLUE and her FIRES an ICE BEAM out of

his hands at the living cruise ship. Bob leaps off of the

living cruise ship as it gets hit by the ice beam FREEZING

it in SOLID ICE.

HARVEY STONE

Freezing Shock!!!

Harvey SNAPS his fingers, causing ELECTRICITY to APPEAR in

the solid ice, that the living cruise ship is in and SHOCKS

it, while its still frozen. The living cruise ship in the

solid ice CRACKS and SHATTERS into ICY MIST.

Suddenly a living subway train BREAKS out of the ground and

ROARS. Harvey’s hands SHINE YELLOW and he CLAPS his hands

together causing a THUNDER BOLT to come out from his hands

and hit the living subway train. The living subway train

gets hit by the thunder bolt, causing it to EXPLODE.

HARVEY STONE

Is that all of them?

Suddenly LIVING CARS DIG out of the ground and DRIVES right

towards Harvey.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Not yet.

DARCY DILLIANS

How many things does this guy keep

in bottles?

BOB OTTLE

I got a lot of stuff in bottles.

Including this.

Suddenly a LIVING T-REX SKELETON BREAKS out of the ground

and ROARS.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Wow, there is a lot of things he

can shrink down and stuffed them in

bottles.

The Living T-Rex Skeleton charges at Harvey. Harvey FIRES

ICE AND ELECTRICITY BEAMS at the Living T-Rex Skeleton,

hitting it with the ice beam first, causing ICICLES to

APPEAR on it’s body. The Electricity Beam hits the living

T-Rex Skeleton causing the skeleton to SHATTER into PIECES.

HARVEY STONE

This ends now!!!

Harvey STOMPS onto the ground, FREEZING the ground and

effecting the living cars FREEZING them solid. Harvey FIRES

LIGHTNING BOLTS down from the sky and hits the frozen living

cars, and SHATTER them into pieces.

Bob looks worried and scared. Bob raises his hands in front

of him causing PINK AURA to APPEAR on his hand. Suddenly ICE

BEAMS hit his hands, FREEZING them in solid ice.

HARVEY STONE

This stops now Bob.

BOB OTTLE

Never!!!

Bob runs away from Harvey and the others. Harvey STOMPS on

the ground, causing an ICY SLIP AND SLIDE to APPEAR under

Bob’s feet. Bob slips on the ice, and SLIDES down the ice

causing him to get ELECTROCUTED by the ELECTRICITY on it.

Bob LEAPS into the air and SLAMS into the back of the open

door of a G.M.F van. The van door CLOSES and DRIVES away

with Bob.

The other G.M.F MOUNTIES arrive on the scene. Master Mountie

walks up to Harvey and his friends.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Good work junior mounties. You

saved all of the people in those

bottles, and you stopped Bob.

DARCY DILLIANS

So what will happen to the people

now, will they remember these

events?

(CONTINUED)
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MASTER MOUNTIE

Allow me to take care of that.

Master Mountie raises his hands in the air and they SHINE

WHITE. WHITE SPARKLES SHOT out of his hands, and the

sparkles SPRINKLE from the sky, and fall onto the people who

where in the glass bottles.

They get infected by the sparkles, and they all have confuse

looks on their faces wondering where they are.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Did you just do that?

MASTER MOUNTIE

Yes I did. I even did the same

technique on your friends back at

the headquarters.

DARCY DILLIANS

So drank a Power-Up Energy Drink

that gives you magical powers?

MASTER MOUNTIE

Yes. And your friends won’t

remembered being shrunk into small

glass bottles.

HARVEY STONE

At least we will remember.

FADE TO

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAY THE NEXT DAY

HAPPY GUITAR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Next Day

at Edmonton Central High School the SCHOOL BELL RINGS, and

the students exit out their classrooms and into the hallway.

Rupert and Timmy walk down the hallway passing Harvey and

friends along the way.

RUPERT SKYLER

I had a weird dream last night, I

was shrunken down and trapped

inside of a glass bottle.

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

Hey I had the same dream too.

Harvey, Darcy and James all LAUGH. Then Olivia bumps into

Harvey, causing her to drop some of her books in her arms.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Oh sorry Olivia.

OLIVIA MARTIN

It was my fault away.

Olivia picks up her book and puts it back into her arms.

OLIVIA MARTIN

See you around.

Olivia walks away from Harvey and friends. She turns a

corner and hides behind the wall.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

Wow, what a dream boat.

HARVEY STONE

Come on guys let’s get some lunch.

Harvey, Darcy and James walk down the hallway to the

cafeteria.

DARCY DILLIANS

I wonder if your "secret crush"

made you something for lunch.

HARVEY STONE

Really this again?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

It is Harvey, maybe your crush made

you a heart shape burger?

Darcy and James both LAUGH.

FADE TO BLACK


